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PROJECT
H2.finance was born to collaborate and help on the Sustainable Development Goals, SDGs, 
from the 2030 agenda objectives of United Nations by the YFIH2 token.
Our support field will be throughout the point n 7 of the agenda, “Ensure access to afforda-
ble, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all.
 
Our objectives...
- Clean world. 
- Green energy projects like eco-friendly electricity production and hydrogen sourced ener-
gies are the  present and the future. We are here to support Green evolution by financing 
ecological energy companies.

Our mission...
We know that in order transition from fossil energy into clean one, companies allocate huge 
funds. Our mission is to provide economical credits.

Methodology
Transitioning to Green energy certainly has a costly endeavour. 
H2.finance, as a financial entity, will be able to support those companies in executing their 
projects by providing  principal with fair interest percentage to them in terms of YFIH2 
TOKENS. 

What about the contract?
H2.finance will sign a contract with the energy companies in order to obligate themselves to 
pay the loan by the stipulated period of time and amount agreed designed on a monthly fee.

By the other side, H2.finance will guarantee the collection of money through the granting of 
guarantees and collection insurances which will be executed if the energy company doesn’t 
pay the monthly payment correctly in time and form.
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How does YFIH2 investors get profit from the loans?
H2.finance will develop a web application which will be connected to Metamask, Trust Wa-
llet, Binance wallet and will be able to transfer YFIH2 tokens to the energy company wallet.

Once the company will have collected all necessary tokens, they will be sold to get started on 
their projects.

In order to not impact the price significantly,  H2.finance won’t offer any credit which 
amounts to more than 5% of the token’s market cap.

The energy company will pay the monthly (principle amount + interest fee) buying YFIH2 
tokens which will be transferred via web application and automatically redistributed  pro-
portionally to all YFIH2 investors who agreed to participate on the loan. At the end of the 
loan payment all YFIH2 investors will have received the total amount of YFIH2 borrowed + 
half of the proportional interest.

 On the same way, the energy company will pay the other half of interest by buying YFIH2 
tokens to benefit all YFIH2 investors via market cap gains .

How do we profit?
H2.finance will participate on the loans so it’s profit will be the proportional part.

Why do we want to do this?
A belief in the evolution of green energy and the desire to be actively involved as we want 
everyone who contributes would profit.

- H2.finance and its investors will profit by increasing the market cap
- Competitive crypto-based loan rates for Energy companies financing green energy solu-
tions.
- Everyone collaborating for a greener globe.
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TOKENOMICS

YFIH2 distribution proportion:

- Presale: 0%
- PancakeSwap Liquidity: 80% 
- Team: 20% on which are included reserved and marketing tokens

Team 20%

PancakeSwap Liquidity: 80%

Presale 0%

YFIH2 distribution amounts:

- Total supply: 25,000
- Presale: 0
- PancakeSwap Liquidity: 20.000
- Team: 5.000
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By TechRate
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The preceding whitepaper does not constitute an offer or invitation, 
or any other sale or purchase of shares, securities, or any other assets 
that could in any way be related to H2.Finance or the YFIH2 token. Any 
possession of YFIH2 tokens shall not grant any rights in any form to the 
user, including but no limited to any rights of ownership, interest, pro-
fit, redemption, property or intellectual property, decision making, or 
any other such rights, such as any rights of financial or legal nature, in 
H2.Finance or its affiliates.

If you decide to purchase YFIH2 tokens, please note that your purchase 
does not involve the exchange of cryptocurrencies for any form of secu-
rities, investment units, and/ or form of the ordinary or other shares in 
H2.Finance or any other company. Furthermore, you as a YFIH2 token 
holder do not receive any form of a dividend or another revenue right 
that is guaranteed or participate in profit-sharing scheme nor receive 
any right of ownership in H2.Finance or any right to participate in the 
management in H2.Finance.

DISCLAIMER
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SOCIAL

WWW.YFIH2.COM

https://t.me/yfih2_token_

https://twitter.com/yfih2_token

https://www.facebook.com/H2.Finance

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf2X-
h4WP1ojXVPzvQFa_uNQ
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